This article will explore the role of music in the Sierra Leonean conflict and the extent to which music facilitated the construction of identities and the formation of social cohesion within the Revolutionary United Front (henceforth RUF) rebel movement.
Introduction
This article will explore the role of music in the Sierra Leonean conflict and the extent to which music facilitated the construction of identities and the formation of social cohesion within the Revolutionary United Front (henceforth RUF) rebel movement.
1 Moreover, it will look at the RUF's use of music as an instrument of terror in this war. First, I will briefly outline the dynamics that gave rise to the war, and then I will look into reasons for the widespread juvenile participation, touching on diverse motives and the heterogeneous composition of members within the RUF revolution. With regard to the juvenile combatants in this conflict, I will focus on how they utilized music in different ways, for different reasons and various ends.
Background
From 1991 until 2002 a civil war raged in the West African country of Sierra Leone. After decades of increasing state decline due to the personal rule of one-party politics, bad governance, nepotism, political corruption, and economic failure, the RUF invaded Sierra Leone, claiming to overthrow the then ruling All People's Congress (APC) government with support from Charles Taylor's Liberian special forces, rebel combatants of the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL).
The mismanagement of the APC government had left Sierra Leoneans in a state of abject poverty with no proper access to democratic participation in decision-making processes or to political representation. The failures in governance and the deterioration of institutional processes led to the weakening of the state's capacity to ensure the security and livelihood of its citizens, thus creating the conditions for a collapsing state. These factors contributed to the growth of poverty and created a sense of marginalization. The grievances that resulted from these conditions fuelled and sustained the coming conflict of the 1990s. conflict only driven by greed for diamonds.
7 The Sierra Leonean scholar Ibrahim Abdullah largely denies that the RUF had any political agenda and describes its combatants as members of the "lumpenproletariat," uneducated, unemployed youths and thugs. 8 Robert Kaplan, for example, offers the theory of an emerging "New Barbarism" to explain the Sierra Leonean conflict case.
9
Although it was the RUF's common practice to forcefully recruit underage fighters to sustain their insurgency, suggesting that the rebel group largely consisted of forced conscripts and that it only held a small percentage of volunteer combatants, there is evidence that during the early stages of the war, the movement did indeed gain a considerable number of volunteer followers. Bad governance had created a generation of disgruntled and disadvantaged youths who were easily attracted to the revolutionary cause of the RUF. The high numbers of minors involved in this conflict may therefore mirror the fact that their enlistment presented the best amongst available options. Social anthropologists Paul Richards, Krijn Peters, and others have argued that African child combatants may possess political consciousness and awareness and that their enlistment, even when coerced, sometimes reflects a strategy, operating within the constraints imposed by the course of war, that ensures their own survival and that of their families.
10
Joining irregular forces may present a good opportunity to escape from the political, social, and economic marginalization young people often face, given the political corruption, wrecked educational system, and economic failure of many weak or failing African states. Apart from ideological aspirations to actually bring about political and economic changes, being part of a militia may serve to provide some kind of training, education, and employment for young people who are otherwise faced with poor prospects for earning a livelihood. Richards convincingly argues that a determined "agency of youth" plays a critical role in understanding the dynamics of war and violence in the Sierra Leone conflict.
11 Their conscription may reflect a means of winning back some sort of self-determination by acting out what they perceive as 'selfdefense'. In light of the flagrant human rights violations committed, RUF rebels were mostly discarded as brutish delinquents. However, it is wise to challenge this assumption and examine to what extent there was any political agenda or ideological motive in play. Despite the fact that the RUF seems not to have been a convincingly coherent political movement, David Keen (2002) argues that the extreme violence in this conflict does not necessarily prove the lack of any political beliefs or felt injustices but rather suggests that these were poorly expressed and executed in a highly distorted form. Even if, over time, self-7 For a debate on "greed or grievance" as driving forces in civil wars, see Paul Collier and Anke Hoeffler, "Greed and Grievance in Civil War," World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 2355 (World Bank, 2000) , http://dx.doi.org/10.1596/1813-9450-2355. 8 Guerillas, ed. Christopher Clapham, 172-193 (Oxford: James Currey, 1998 enrichment, became the principal driving force of the RUF rebellion, then it is still pivotal to understand what generated this greed and the readiness to use violence in the first place. Keen acknowledges that on the one hand a weak political ideology was more likely to promote selfish behavior, violence, and abuse than prevent it, but on the other hand, by humiliating civilians and committing atrocities, the rebels seemed to be driven by the need for recognition and respect, however forcibly demanded from the civilians they felt had turned against them. In this regard, war enabled the establishment of its own "rational violence framework," linking violence to psychological, political, and economic motives.
12
The political objectives of the RUF defy easy categorization. On the whole, the RUF movement seems to have assembled or at least over time created a very heterogeneous group of combatants with very different agendas: founding ideologues and educated moderates were set alongside seemingly apolitical Liberian NPFL vanguards and mercenaries, and a growing number of voluntary, coerced, but mostly forced recruits. Some of the RUF members joined out of political conviction, and some recruits may have been successfully indoctrinated with a measure of political ideology. Some joined out of self-preservation, while others learned about and stayed in the movement because of the incentives of power and selfenrichment. Most of them were recruited by force. It seems, however, that early recruits were more likely to have joined the movement voluntarily and out of political conviction. Later recruits were most likely to be forced into conscription and were no longer politically instructed on what the revolution was about. Among these later recruits were also an increasing number of combatants who acted according to selfserving motives.
In order to better understand what makes young people decide to join armed forces and where they take their inspiration from to rise against authorities, it is worth exploring where young people look for, find, and create role models, ideas, ideals, and identities. In most societies, young people are at the forefront of relating to, consuming, and producing elements of popular culture. For this reason, it is beneficial to look into products originating from popular culture, and particularly music, examining the ways in which young people use music as a communicative tool to position themselves as social and political agents.
13
12 Richards suggests that the RUF movement may have used terror as a statement and a means of "spectacle" in order to be widely recognized as a serious insurgency movement. Lansana Gberie contradicts this argument by pointing out that the majority of atrocities committed occurred far away from media coverage. He interprets the RUF's violent pathology as proof of the rebels' belief in impunity. Richards, Fighting for the Rainforest; Gberie, A Dirty War in West Africa. 13 Richards has already discussed how popular media such as (anti-)war movies like First Blood starring Sylvester Stallone as Rambo were a motivating and instructive source of inspiration for juvenile combatants during the Sierra Leone conflict. Richards, Fighting for the Rainforest; and "The Social Life of War." For a discussion of the notion of a "morally neutral hero" in action films with reference to former youth combatants in Liberia, see Mats Utas, "Sweet Battlefields: Youth and the Liberian Civil War" (PhD diss., Uppsala University, 2003), http://www.divaportal.org/smash/get/diva2:163000/FULLTEXT01.pdf; and "Abject Heroes: Marginalised Youth, Modernity and the Violent Pathways of the Liberian Civil War," in Years of Conflict: Adolescence, Political Violence and Displacement, ed. Jason Hart, 111-138 (New York: Berghahn Books, 2008) . Some scholarly work has been done on the role and imagery of gangsta rap among RUF combatants and the army splinter group West Side Boys. Special focus lies on the iconography of the rap artist Tupac Shakur (2Pac) who was admired by combatants as an iconic (anti-)hero and imitated for his fierce masculinity and his status as social outcast and defiant underdog. See 
Music and Agency
There is general accord that engagement with music can arouse emotional and cognitive responses that shape and alter the experiences of individuals every day. Music may act as a "change agent," allowing for different approaches towards and interpretations of constructions of the self and one's personal situation.
14 Music is widely used to influence mood, whereby it intensifies or releases existing emotions; it relaxes people, helps them to focus or serves to distract them; it comforts, energizes, motivates, and inspires. Music provides resources to connect and reconnect with oneself and one's emotions. However, it is not music alone or any intrinsic property it contains that acts as a causal stimulus, creating or changing emotion in a person. Rather, music's affect is attributable; its power cannot be abstracted from its context of use. Music is, rather, a device that people utilize in order to gain access to emotional experiences and responses as they are looking for and dealing with issues that are already dormant but not yet fully grasped or negotiated. 15 The structuring properties of music allow it to form a major constitutive means of human agency and provide a resource through which personal and social lives can be configured. Music may foster critical consciousness and is a referent for action and an ordering device, organizing people in real time.
16
People turn to popular commodities or texts in order to activate their potential meanings, thus engaging in "culture making." 17 The relationship between music and identity formation, the realization of cultural subjectivity through music has long been acknowledged. As Turino and others have pointed out, young people encountering a particular struggle in their personal and social identities look for musical styles that they can identify with, that will represent them, and that will align them with specific social groups.
Music and Political Consciousness amongst Juvenile Combatants
In winter 2010-2011 and again in winter 2011-2012, I conducted fieldwork in Sierra Leone and primarily interviewed former RUF combatants. Most of them joined the movement early on and stayed with it until its final days in 2002. My sample suggests that early recruits were more likely to join the movement out of political conviction and perceived grievances than later recruits, who were predominantly forcefully and more arbitrarily recruited, and those who joined for the lure of power and material benefits.
21 Even those interviewees who claimed to have been forcefully recruited and (apparently) successfully indoctrinated did not, in hindsight, dissociate themselves from the fact that they were members of the RUF. In the beginning of their military involvement in the early 1990s, most of these men were in their mid or late teens.
22
If the involvement of many juvenile soldiers in the Sierra Leonean conflict reflects a means of protest against a "rotten system," then it is worth investigating to what extent music may have been a factor in shaping a political and revolutionary consciousness prior to and throughout the conflict. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to explore the significance of music as a source of motivation and inspiration for young people to either join irregular forces or continue to stay in them. It may also provide a means of assessing the existence and actual relevance of political ideology within the RUF movement.
Given that youthful combatants played a prominent role in the Sierra Leonean conflict and recognizing that youth are at the center of popular media and culture which in turn play an important role in matters of coming of age and as a means of identity formation, my current research explores the role, influence and impact of music on young combatants during the Sierra Leonean war. I look at how music inspired and motivated young fighters and how they related to and interpreted specific songs according to their needs and their situation. 23 The musical genres that played a role in the lives of RUF fighters range from the work of international artists to local Sierra Leonean musicians and music from other African artists as well as commando songs composed within the rebel faction itself. In the following sections, I discuss two examples selected from my research findings to demonstrate the diverse appropriation of music (namely roots reggae and Sierra Leonean Bubu music) in forging and legitimizing rebel identity as well as the rebels' deliberate use of music to intimidate and terrorize. I will thereby demonstrate how music was used to deal with and shape the experiences of war. The article closes with a brief outlook on music in post-war Sierra Leone.
Rebel Life and Reggae Music
During the Sierra Leonean war, almost all of the RUF combatants I interviewed preferred to listen to roots reggae because they felt that this musical genre was particularly meaningful to them. Although roots reggae was and is generally popular among young people in West Africa, the former rebels pointed out that the genre experienced a newfound popularity and became increasingly prominent among them again at the beginning of and throughout the war. In fact, roots reggae, coupled with pan-Africanist, Marxist, liberal, and other revolutionary writings, was already a prominent music genre among marginalized youth and students protesting against deplorable socioeconomic conditions created by the corrupt ruling government during the late 1970s. Music was an integral part of creative youth initiatives challenging hegemonic structures, and reggae in particular fuelled the mobilization of students to engage in university politics and public protest. The engagement with "conscious" music, as roots reggae is often described, also contributed to the development of a more revolutionary and radical political stance among disaffected youth. In many ways, the political resistance of radical students and marginalized youth foreshadowed the frustrations that also incited the coming war of the 1990s, and a number of youth activists were involved in the initial planning of launching a violent rebellion.
24 Therefore, a lot of the RUF recruits typically had a more intuitive revolutionary consciousness, one notably shaped by reggae-style Rasta talk and demeanor.
25
The centrality of reggae in Sierra Leonean subversive youth culture is further corroborated by the events of 1992. One year after the outbreak of the Sierra Leonean war, a group of military junior ranks well under thirty years of age overthrew the ruling government to establish the National Provisional Ruling Party (NPRC), aiming to end the war swiftly and return the country to political pluralism. The junta's takeover initially sparked spontaneous euphoria, particularly among urban, working-class youth who identified with the youthfulness of their new political rulers. In fact, Sierra Leonean youth and the junta leaders had similar backgrounds and referred to the same youth culture and music. The broadcast announcing the successful coup was accompanied by continuous reggae and rap music. Young Sierra Leoneans demonstrated their allegiance to their peers in power by exchanging Rastafarian salutes with the junta soldiers. Youth organizations flourished to celebrate the fresh political start, and a new wave of patriotism and support for the military leadership swept through the country. Valentine Strasser, 26-yearold head of the NPRC government, and other youthful figures of the upper echelons were idolized as heroes and martyrs in murals and other patriotic symbols. The emerging street art that could be seen all over Freetown displayed and combined depictions of junta members alongside popular music figures (such as Bob Marley and Peter Tosh), revolutionary heroes, and quotes of Rastafarian values and reggae song lyrics. For a short while, youth culture, music, popular music figures, and politics were consolidated in novel ways, putting commonly marginalized and disaffected youth and their lifestyles on the political map, propelling subcultural music into the cultural and political mainstream for the first time. After a couple of months, however, the momentum had waned and made way to general disappointment among youths who did not see their expectations met by the NPRC they had so fervently promoted, not least because the military junta came to resemble the very regime it had ousted. Leone, 1977 Leone, -1996 Meanwhile, behind rebel lines, reggae music was also popular with RUF combatants. Former RUF fighters suggested that the momentum roots reggae regained with the outbreak of the war stemmed from the fact that they could relate the issues mentioned in the songs to their own situation. They emphasized that reggae music carried a strong, critical message and that it was precisely this message that made them listen to reggae music in particular. This explanation may in part be linguistically grounded because Jamaican Patois and Sierra Leone's lingua franca, Krio, bear linguistic and structural similarities. Several former combatants pointed out that the reggae lyrics were well understood compared to, for example, rap music with its rather fast-paced and dense lyrics. The reggae songs were perceived to be more laid-back, and the lyrics were of a slower pace. Therefore the messages in the songs were more easily understood by the combatants and appealed to them in a more straightforward and pronounced fashion. More importantly, however, RUF combatants were attracted to roots reggae because of the centrality of its social critique, the prominent theme of socio-political oppression, and the recurring image of the sufferer, which not only allowed for recognizing their own marginality through songs but also motivated them and fuelled their determination to resist prevailing, hegemonic conditions. Two former RUF combatants describe the impact reggae music had on them during the war 27 :
It educate us, it motivate us, it push we [us] . It can even give you ideas to [be] aware that you now need to be brave.
28
Music was the only courage that we had.
[…] So everyone has his own interpretation.
[…] Yeah, so people give different interpretation to our musics, you know, everyone has his type desire that he rips from any music, really.
[…] [T]he purpose of reggae music is the message, the message, it added to the political ideology that we were given to [on] the [training] base, really.
29
Due to the lack of formal education and the consequently high illiteracy rates among many fighters, reggae songs may have provided an opportunity for informal learning and may have served as a substitute means of gaining knowledge about socioeconomic differences, thereby raising political awareness. 30 A few former RUF interviewees pointed out that the rebel leader Foday Sankoh himself enjoyed listening to reggae music and therefore welcomed the listening habits of his combatants, since the reggae protest songs contributed to keeping up the morale and strengthening in-group cohesion. There is also evidence that in the initial stages of the war, RUF administrators and those responsible for spreading the word about the RUF agenda among civilians occasionally referred to reggae music and lyrics to get their message across; other times, RUF Physical Training Instructors not only introduced a number of commando and reggae songs but also used statements made in reggae songs to convey codes of conduct and to clarify issues during ideology training in camp. At the military base, combatants would introduce each other to reggae musicians and songs, sing along to the lyrics, discuss the songs, and thereby engage in musical and political (self-)socialization. When stationed near the second city Bo, RUF combatants enjoyed listening to the commercial radio station Bo Kiss FM, which mainly played reggae songs. This way they would learn about new artists and songs, and occasionally, rebels made song requests to radio stations so that they could listen to all-time favorites again.
31
My interlocutors also mentioned that the lyrics of reggae songs that were popular within the cadres were sometimes transformed to fit the RUF context. For instance, an excerpt of Bob Marley's lyrics for the song "War" are:
Rumours of the war And until that day The African continent Will not know peace We Africans will fight We find it necessary And we know we shall win As we are confident In the victory
The versions below show the RUF's slight and obvious changes to the lyrics, made in an attempt not only to appropriate the song for motivational purposes but also to claim more personal ownership over it. As a former combatant put it, "we start to get our own album in Bob Marley reggae music."
32 The rebel song versions were sung during moments of rest on the military base, but they also accompanied looting operations: Roots reggae is widely perceived as protest music and is associated with a critical commentary on moral and social issues, demanding political liberalization, equality, justice, unity, and freedom of speech. Already prior to the Sierra Leonean war, reggae music may have functioned as a mouthpiece through which perceptions of prevailing socioeconomic conditions could be voiced without the threat of severe reprisal imposed by oppressive systems.
33 Its mobilizing rhetoric suggests subversive notions; its lyrics may be understood as a call for revolution and the downfall of established power structures. December 27, 2011. 33 In the years leading up to the conflict, there was virtually no freedom of expression in Sierra Leone. Statements of political opposition were subject to legal punishment. I found no evidence, however, that reggae music was subject to censorship, either because it "slipped through" the censorship machinery (being a highly popular musical genre generally) or because music was not recognized as a tool to stir dissent or to have the potential to seriously undermine the government's authority. 34 their participation in the revolutionary struggle and generated a martial mindset. A lot of the critical commentary in the songs resonated with the demands and the critique articulated within the RUF movement as well as in their published manifesto "Footpaths to Democracy." Apart from Bob Marley, the most commonly played reggae musicians during the war were the South African artist Lucky Dube, Jamaican singer Burning Spear, and the Jamaican band Culture, spearheaded by Joseph Hill. RUF fighters particularly liked Joseph Hill because he was one of the few artists who regularly toured Sierra Leone, even in times of war, and who, with his band, dedicated songs like "War in Sierra Leone," released in 1999 to demand an end of the hostilities happening in the country. Hill's concerts during wartime literally effected ceasefires, with rebel combatants laying down their arms for the duration of his visit so that they could attend his concerts. […] Just like this music they found a freedom in those, I mean, this musics. They find a freedom, as if this music is their national anthem or the actual reason of why they are fighting.
36
When further analyzing the song lyrics, there are several aspects that show certain parallels to the rebels' agenda and their perceived situation. Lucky Dube sings about a "freedom fighter" who sacrifices himself and leaves his home to spend his days in exile "for the love of the nation," dreaming of "the freedom of the nation" and fighting for a time "when every man will be equal in the eyes of the law." The song particularly resonated with the combatants once they shifted tactics from conventional target warfare to guerilla warfare. When the events of the war made it necessary for the movement to withdraw into the jungle, it was an experience that proved to be marked by deprivation for most of the fighters. Living conditions may have felt similar to those of living in exile, far away from one's homeland and the comforts of everyday life. The song may have helped to dissipate the rebels' felt isolation in the jungle retreat. The image of the "freedom fighter standing on a mountain in a foreign country" may have spoken to the rebels on another level as well. Since the combatants felt alienated in their home country due to political exclusion and lack of support from the civilian population, they may have felt as if they were living "in a foreign country." The image of the mountain in the song coincided with the movement's actual location and retreat into the mountainous jungle in Sierra Leone's heartland.
RUF fighters regarded reggae artists most highly. They described them as prophets, truth-tellers, preachers, advocates and social commentators. Apart from obvious examples such as Bob Marley's songs "Get up, Stand up for Your Right," "War," and "The Real Situation," Burning Spear's reggae album The World Should Know, released in 1993, was popular not only for its revolutionary songs but also for the fact that the first five track titles read in order became somewhat of a slogan for some of the interviewed RUF combatants. The order of the tracks reads as follows: "The World Should Know," "In a Time Like Now," "I Stand Strong," "Identity," "It's Not A Crime." Some further explanation was given by former combatants as to the first, fourth, and fifth song titles in particular. During the second phase of the war when the RUF had adopted guerilla tactics, new strategies and maneuvers emerged. Besides ambushes and hit-and-run raids, they sometimes executed false flag operations dressed in Sierra Leonean Army attire. Civilians thereupon struggled to identify who had actually attacked them. This way, RUF combatants not only tried to defy clear accountability; they also seemed to have found pleasure in confusing their victims about the attackers' real identity.
37
Others suggested that their new status as rebel fighters provided for a new identity, which gave them the idea of regaining a sense of belonging and recognition in their home country. "It's Not A Crime," the fifth song of Burning Spear's album, often helped legitimize and justify casualties and other condemnable conduct as not being a crime since they were committed within the context of war. The following two statements by two former RUF combatants from Kailahun who both joined the movement in 1991 address a number of issues with regard to reggae songs and Burning Spear's album The World Should Know in particular:
Then, during the war, now, when the war came in 1991, those who came with the war were used to listen to Lucky Dube. Yes, like Prisoner, you know, then times to come, when we were advancing in the country, we were used to capture some cassettes like Burning Spear, The World Should Know, "Identity," you know, sometimes, when we were in the big towns, we capture these cassettes, we play, we feel that, you know, we are part of the country, "It's Not a Crime," you know, these are the musics we are listened to a lot, like Dube and Burning Spear and Culture, Lion Rock, Culture at Work, you know, sometimes, even in the battles some brave guys were used to get these Walkmen, playing hence, it is not in the dead zone, you know, we are used to transform it in different, different way. Because sometimes, it makes somebody, make bravery, you see.
38
It [reggae's popularity] coincided with the intensity of the war. In the year 1993, you know, on the part of the RUF it was really difficult.
39 […] [S]o some of this music, those songs gave us courage to really stay and challenge the situation-and that we did. Say The World Should Know, that is: we should now act for the entire world to know that we are still alive and that we have not been entirely crushed. So we loved those kind of music. The World Should Know. We managed to go through and listening to those songs we were able to manage the situation. Anyway, it was just a sort of coincidence that at that time of the revolution, those mu-, those numbers came in.
[ 37 Due to the fact that the Sierra Leonean regular army also committed atrocities against civilians, they were supposed to protect from the RUF insurgents, civilians coined the term sobel-soldiers by day, rebels by night-to indicate that it was no longer possible to distinguish friend from foe. 38 Interview with T., Kailahun, November 11, 2010. 39 M. refers to a phase in the war when the RUF was almost out of ammunition, had lost considerable parts of its control areas, and was nearly facing defeat. […] Most of the sayings, like those phrases, the phrases we had in reggae, yes, inspired zeal, inspired zeal in most young men, to stay within [the RUF movement]. And they are smoking [marijuana] at the same time listening to reggae music keeps you in line with certain difficult situations like that.
40
The interview excerpts inform us that reggae music was widely listened to among the combatants. Although a lot of the songs that were released during the 1990s would certainly have gained wider popularity in Sierra Leone in any case, some songs gained particular momentum with the RUF fighters because they resonated with actual circumstances and events within the war. Music recordings (and concomitantly batteries and solar panels) seem to have been desirable items rebels tried to get hold of through looting ("capture cassettes"), even though or especially because they were at war.
T. remembers that the bravest fighters would listen to music on their portable cassette players during combat action. This way, an accompanying soundtrack would distract them from the dangers at the frontline and fuel their bravery. Other interview accounts dealing with the same phenomenon emphasize the role of music as a means of "entrainment," facilitating desired bodily conduct and channeling focus. 42 Further, M. points out how the reggae lyrics induced zeal in the fighters, not only for military operations to come but for perseverance, encouraging them to stay with the movement even in difficult times. M. mentions smoking marijuana as an integral part of the listening experience. Not only did RUF combatants turn to reggae for advice and motivation and in order to cope with and justify their involvement in the movement, but they also took on aspects of the Rastafarian lifestyle such as smoking marijuana and adopting Rasta rhetoric and the dreadlock look.
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By describing the use of music as "transforming it in different ways," T. confirms the notion that music is subject to interpretation and "musical framing."
44 For many of the RUF combatants, music was an ally; the fighters were looking for the "me in music." In this way, musical properties were linked with the biographies of individuals. Music's powers, then, derive from and through the ways in which individuals orient themselves in relation to it, interact with it, and situate it within their own musical maps, within the fabric of music and extramusical associations. Music functions on what Middleton calls a "secondary signification" level, drawing the listener into a connotative (temporal) trajectory that he or she has constructed on the basis of ascribing perceived meanings to the musical material.
45
It is interesting to note that the combatants' statements reveal diverse uses of the same songs, or at least the same musical genre, and the varied responses they had to them. Many accounts stress that reggae 14 (2002) . 43 Despite the fact that RUF combatants adopted some aspects of Rastafarian lifestyle, they did not seem to convert to Rastafarian socioreligious worldviews. 44 DeNora, Music in Everyday Life. 45 Middleton, Studying Popular Music. music was meaningful on many different levels and in different ways depending on what the listener "needed of the music" at a given moment in order to create a certain state of mind.
46 Reggae songs could relax the fighters after battle and create a sense of normalcy in the middle of a war situation, but the songs could also motivate, generate zeal, and instill determination or provide (re-)affirmation and legitimization of their active involvement in conflict. Reggae music was never regarded as being violent, however. In fact, the opposite was the case. Combatants perceived reggae as "conscious music," which functioned as a sort of eye-opener, advising the listeners to fight for their right, thereby creating critical political awareness. Since the rebels linked perceived meanings and personal associations to the reggae messages, and since the reggae songs would not dictate the realization of self-empowerment in practice, the actual implementation of claiming one's right (in this case carried out by flagrant human rights violations) was not necessarily challenged by the combatants themselves or seen as contradictory to the advisory teachings they found within reggae songs. More likely, it seems that the political awareness gained through the consumption of reggae music was divorced from the brutal execution of the liberation struggle. Therefore, rebels did not feel any discrepancy between theory (reggae songs) and practice (violent war). That reggae provided a considerable and meaningful source for the RUF combatants might suggest that music mostly had an impact due to the song lyrics. It is important to note the inseparability of music and lyrics, however. Music is a medium that communicates and operates semiotically, thus calling upon content and meaning beyond its lyrics. Certainly, reggae artists do compose songs because they want, for example, to critically expose social and political grievances, and combatants attentively listened to the rhetoric and specifically referred to the lyrics in interviews. Nevertheless, in so doing, they have precisely drawn upon musical structures as resources for organizing, mediating, and substantiating their selves and their own ideas of their situation and have thereby found ways to justify their conduct in war. At other times, however, examples from my research show that lyrics have been completely ignored and discarded or were simply not understood due to language barriers. In these cases, other properties of these songs were prioritized over lyrics. But this did not lessen the music's effect upon the combatants' engagement with the songs, not least since they chose to lend meaning to them.
47

Music of Oppression: The Rebels' Instrumentalization of Bubu Music
Despite the ongoing war, local Sierra Leonean musicians continued producing songs and releasing albums for the local market. Some Mende-speaking artists such as Amie Kallon, Yusuf Gbetowah, and Steady Bongo commented on the events of the war, criticizing the perpetrators and addressing issues of displacement, looting, the destruction of property, and the suffering of the civilian population. The Temne-speaking musician Ahmed Janka Nabay also continued recording the typical music of his ethnic group, the so-called Bubu music. Janka Nabay is commonly considered the king or father of Bubu music and has vastly popularized the style not only in Sierra Leone but also internationally. He was the first to record Bubu and modernized the sound by using electronic studio instrumentation such as keyboards, synthesizers, and drum computers to produce lively dance beats. Bubu was traditionally played for witchcraft ceremonies but later became part of popular Muslim processions during Ramadan, and it accompanies the country's independence day celebrations. An orchestra of bamboo flutes, carburetor pipes, and other metal tubes of different sizes, as well as large wooden boxes, shakers, cowbells, and triangles creates the distinctive, highly rhythmic, and fast-paced Bubu sound.
48 Janka Nabay's music was popular not only among Sierra Leonean civilians but also with the RUF combatants. During the war, civilians who suffered direct encounters with the rebel insurgents witnessed terror operations involving Janka Nabay's music.
49 RUF combatants regularly used Bubu music when invading villages and towns as part of hit-and-run raids. The rebels would play Janka Nabay's popular music from ghetto blasters in order to attract and lure out unsuspecting civilians for easy capture or forced conscription. At other times, rebels would create the impression of initiating a party, playing Bubu music from loudspeakers and inviting civilians to join in, only to later disclose their real motives and then capture them. 
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One song in particular was popular among the combatants as a rallying tool. The song "Wutupa" can be translated as "We are rallying" 52 and basically celebrates the success and popular appeal of Bubu music.
During the war, however, the combatants changed Janka Nabay's song lyrics from "Bubu music has won this year" and "Baby come on, come and romance with me, let us dance to the Bubu music" to "The rebels have won this year" and "Baby come on, come and romance with us and dance with the rebels."
When entering a settlement, the rebels would play loud music and sing their own version on top of the original lyrics.
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A Makeni resident remembers the RUF adaption of the Bubu song during operations, making specific references to the changed lyrics and the inversion of its meaning through rebel appropriation: "Ah Bubu po win nay, kay da kay halo-ooo. Or bothi kay ra suay"-that is, you are saying: "The sweetness is going with him." He, the artist. "Baby malen, malen, malen" […] [H]e is calling all the beautiful girls to come and join him to dance the Bubu because he has won […] . "Ah wuth pa ay, ah Bubu ah wuth pa, su seh. Ah wuth pa." So he is rallying, he is rallying. He has won them [the beautiful girls].
Referring to the RUF adaptation of the song and how it substantiates the impact of their actions during looting operations, he explains:
They [the RUF] change the lyrics of the artist; they put their own words. They change the tone, the tone now of the artist.
[…] "Ah rebel ah po win nay, kay da kay halo-ooo. Or bothi kay ra suay," that the sweetness has gone with them. That they have captured the place; they have all the women now, all the money, everything that is there. So now they are enjoying the sweetness, the "Or bothi kay ra suay," so that the sweetness is going also.
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When Bubu musician Janka Nabay learned about the appropriation of the Wutupa song, he released the hit song "Sabanoh" in the mid-nineties to counter the rebels' ploy and to side with and empower the civilian population.
55 The song loosely translates as "This country, we own here" or "This country belongs to us,"
claiming that Sierra Leone belongs to its peaceful citizens despite all rebel attempts to destabilize it and create chaos and anarchy. A female civilian from Kono who had fled to the capital city to escape RUF attacks in the provinces witnessed the Freetown invasion in 1999 and recounts how rebels once again appropriated Nabay's music, entering the capital with portable stereos on their heads, blaring Bubu songs into the fleeing crowds. Threatened with death or having their houses burned down, captured civilians were forced to sing along to the very song "Sabanoh" and other songs praising the RUF leader Foday Sankoh.
56 Janka Nabay's "Wutupa" is a powerful example of how a popular song can be easily transformed by means of minor changes to the lyrics. The RUF version of "Wutupa" now claims victory for the RUF and prompts civilians to celebrate and join the rebel movement, thereby turning the message around completely and transforming it into an intimidating and threatening song. drum ensembles accompanied RUF troops and played for the insurgents during targeting operations. This was done to lower civilian resistance or cause them to vacate the premises, thereby facilitating the looting of material goods. In Kailahun district not only did the local Pandajuma Cultural Band 59 entertain the rebel troops after operations but their drumming was also instrumentalized as a tool of deception. A former RUF combatant recruited in Kailahun district remembers that drums were played in the bush while they were advancing towards civilian settlements:
We would implement it, those type [of] drum. And that drum, we hit that drum. Bo-boom … Boom. You will think that we use heavy artillery, [but in fact it was] not heavy artillery, yeah. We use drums so that people will panic, they will leave the grounds. So when we hit the drum, they will leave the ground. When they leave the ground, we capture the ground. We take logistics and go back, to [the military] base.
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The weaponization of Bubu music and traditional drums shows how combatants controlled the soundscape of their target areas by resorting to "acoustic violence" 61 or "musical violence." 62 By employing music as a soundtrack to accompany guerilla operations, the insurgents may have appeared more omnipresent to their victims. The sound wall may have added considerably to the disorientation and despair among fleeing victims and may have worsened the traumatic experience of the civilians under attack.
Without changing any lyrics but by using the "Sabanoh" song against the very people it was originally composed for, RUF combatants demoralized and humiliated their victims by forcing them to sing along to a song that had, through the rebels' appropriation, received an inverted meaning.
63 The rebels practically robbed the civilians of "their song" by perverting its message. The RUF's deliberate strategy to instrumentalize, misappropriate, and recontextualize music as weapon, 64 or music as an accomplice of violence, contributed considerably to the incitement of fear and terror among their victims.
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Other examples confirmed this strategy and described how civilians, under gunpoint and as witnesses and victims of extreme violence, were sometimes forced to sing songs, make music, or dance for 59 Another spelling is "Bandajuma." There are inconsistent stories on the Pandajuma Cultural Band with regard to their involvement with the RUF. While some interlocutors stated that the band voluntarily joined the rebel cadres as music entertainers and occasionally even as combatants, others claim that they were forcefully recruited into the service of the insurgency and only played for the RUF as a means of self-preservation. I spoke with one of the musicians and he claimed forced recruitment, although some of his statements occasionally suggested otherwise. Claiming forced recruitment may have been a comprehensible strategy to escape stigmatization. 60 63 Sierra Leonean journalist Claudia Anthony describes a similar incident during the Freetown invasion in 1999. She was among civilians who were forced to sing "We want peace!." In front of rebels, they were lined up and had to clap and sing like schoolchildren. When underage combatants, the main perpetrators of atrocities during the Freetown invasion and therefore the most feared during the attack, appeared on the scene, the singing and clapping became even more intense and the singing of the chorus continued in a higher pitch. "Attacks on the Press 1999: The Trauma of Sierra Leone," Committee to Protect Journalists, March 22, 2000, http://cpj.org/x/1dcb. 64 Cusick, "Music as Torture/Music as Weapon." 65 The utilization of music as a means of humiliation, terror, and torture is an effective strategy well known from other conflicts. For examples from the Third Reich see, e.g., Guido Fackler, "Music in Concentration Camps 1933 -1945 the RUF insurgents. The coerced performances would often prepare, lead up to, and accompany the execution of atrocities. Failure to comply would result in the immediate killing of the person in question. During the Freetown invasion, captured civilians were also forced to sing peace and praise songs to claim their support of and loyalty to the joint AFRC/RUF junta. Other sources report how rebels would mark their presence and forcibly demand recognition in civilian settlements by singing songs while they were looting and destroying civilian property.
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Music continued to play a central role in post-conflict Sierra Leone in the context of reconciliation and local cleansing rituals facilitating the reintegration of former combatants back into their communities. Local popular musicians were commissioned within the context of UN programs and NGO projects to compose songs promoting peace and nation building, spreading the message on rallying trips throughout the country. The postwar period between 2002 and 2007, culminating in the first postwar elections, witnessed the upsurge of locally produced political music. Unprecedentedly, young musicians openly addressed and exposed the most pivotal political issues and expressed prevailing grievances such as political corruption and poor livelihood prospects for young people. The rebellious, outspoken, critical, and often satirical character of this new locally produced youth music provided an informal but inescapable space for social action and political education, mobilization, and opposition. Through music, youth found a conduit for political self-empowerment, claiming new spaces of freedom of expression and critical awareness. Ultimately, political youth music was not immune to being incorporated into the running election campaigns, and musicians were suspected of being bribed and co-opted to become praise singers for one of the two major political parties. 67 With the artists' authenticity in question, the post-election period saw not only youth's disillusionment with politics and politicized music but also a turn to more "profane" love music. 68 Given that many issues that fuelled the war remain largely unaddressed in post-war Sierra Leone, recent developments now suggest, that youth have shown a renewed interest in American gangsta rap and its violent aesthetics as a preferred form of self-expression, reflecting their desire for upward social mobility and being connected to global markets and trends.
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Closing Remarks
Focusing on the music and functionality of music during the war, the examples above show the many ways music was utilized during the course of the civil war or, rather, music's fluidity and equivocality when applied within interpretative schemes. Among RUF combatants, music listening was a shared and collective experience as well as a means of private meditation, negotiation, and construction of the self in war. Music helped to bolster identities, create a shared mental state and prompted a certain state of mind needed to manage, cope with, and make sense of the experience of war. Music provides multiple identities, serving different functions in the day-to-day experience of armed conflicts depending on the social and emotional needs of a given moment. In the Sierra Leonean context it may have helped to manage emotions of fear and create zeal. Music was used to inspire and motivate combatants to take part in the liberation struggle. In some cases, it may have functioned as a justification for their active paramilitary involvement and their actions therein. The selective and interpretative listening to reggae songs forged cohesion and a sense of brotherhood among the fighters who linked the objectives of the RUF rebellion to reggae's call to claim one's right.
As Lisa Gilman, among others, aptly puts it: "Identification is necessarily tied to differentiation."
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Whatever binds people to a common cause or idea will differentiate and divide them from the Other, in this case a common enemy. Furthermore, Gilman rightly points out that the combatants' use of music is a lot more complex than, and goes far beyond, the depiction of "soldiers as brutes listening to brute music to be even more brutish."
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The implementation of local Sierra Leonean songs as an acoustic weapon of terror and oppression served multiple purposes at the same time. Sonic bombardment not only worked as a means to lure people out for easy capture; its loudness also contributed to the exhaustion of its victims and the arousal of panic, fear, and disorientation. As Middleton rightly suggests, drawing on Adorno and others, the ear, unlike the eye, is always open.
72 The ear is therefore constantly active and ready to engage in "participation." At the same time, it is less selective and more easily subjected to involuntary stimulus. By blasting their victims with music, RUF combatants seized and marked territory, occupied space, and created the impression of ubiquity. But the deliberate choice of music, the misappropriation of popular Janka Nabay's songs, points beyond the utilization of music as a sheer means of terrorizing with sound. By recontextualizing the songs' popular value and, as in the "Sabanoh" case, by overwriting its critical message towards the war and by subjecting victims to forced singing, these strategies of "musical sadism" 73 may have contributed to the erosion of the victim's sense of self and the weakening of their subjectivity. Music accompanying the execution of atrocities may be an attempt to further mask the severity of the war crimes committed, to render atrocities harmless, and to neutralize them against the backdrop of music to eventually distort them to absurdity. More research will be needed to fully understand the diverse uses of music in armed conflict settings. In such research, special attention should be paid to what is distinct about music, and what therefore possibly makes it more powerful when it is taken out of its everyday use and employed within situations of war and violence. Music continues to be a pivotal tool for postwar Sierra Leonean youth-(ex-)combatants or not-to negotiate their sociopolitical position in society by eking out spaces of enjoyment, self-expression, and dissent. In this regard, music may be a significant indicator for young people's marginalization, a means of self-administered othering, and music may assist in young people's peaceful and violent attempts to make their sociopolitical claims heard by their elders. (New York: Seabury Press, 1976) . 73 A term coined by Aleksander Kulisiewicz, a survivor of the concentration camp Sachsenhausen, to describe NS-strategies in concentration camps that subjected prisoners to cruel, humiliating, and dehumanizing treatment while they were forced to sing songs. These songs often stood in stark contrast to the situation they found themselves in and for this reason increased their sense of despair and hopelessness (as stated in Brauer, Musik im Konzentrationslager Sachsenhausen, 99).
